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Abstract—In recent years, Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) has been widely applied in computer vision tasks and has
achieved significant improvement in image object detection. The
CNN methods consume more computation as well as storage,
so GPU is introduced for real-time object detection. However,
due to the high power consumption of GPU, it is difficult to
adopt GPU in mobile applications like automatic driving. The
previous work proposes some optimizing techniques to lower the
power consumption of object detection on mobile GPU or FPGA.
In the first Low-Power Image Recognition Challenge (LPIRC),
our system achieved the best result with mAP/Energy on mobile
GPU platforms. We further research the acceleration of detection
algorithms and implement two more systems for real-time detection on FPGA with higher energy efficiency. In this paper, we
will introduce the object detection algorithms and summarize the
optimizing techniques in three of our previous energy efficient
detection systems on different hardware platforms for object
detection.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The visual recognition and classfication tasks are essential
to computer vision. Thanks to the development of deep neural network (DNN) especially convolutional neural network
(CNN), the image object classfication tasks have been improved greatly [1]. The great success in image classfication
tasks introduces CNN in other computer vision tasks like
object detection.
The object detection problem is a widely researched problem. The object detection task requires that the algorithm tells
not only what objects are in the image but also the location
of each object. The object detection is essential to a large
variety of applications such as robotics, self-driving vehicles,
and security systems. Recent work uses CNN to replace some
of the components in tranditional object detection algorithms
and enhances the accuracy from 33% to 58% in the VOC data
set [2].
Though the accuracy of object detection methods is improved by CNN based methods, the computation complexity
and memory consumption of CNN based algorithms also
increase. A typical CNN, VGG-D [3], has 20M parameters.
A single forward pass of VGG-D needs more than 30G operations [3]. It usually takes seconds to process a single image
with the CNN models on CPU. GPU is introduced for realtime object detection. However, the high power consumption
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limits the application scene of GPU, and it is difficult to
adopt GPU in moving scenes like automatic driving. Thus, the
previous work proposes some optimizing techniques to lower
the power consumption of object detection on mobile GPU or
FPGA.
There are three main factors that affect the performance of
a CNN accelerating system [4]. One is the complexity of the
CNN based algorithm, one is the peak performance of the
accelerator, and the other one is the hardware utilization rate.
In the first Low-Power Image Recognition Challenge
(LPIRC), our system achieved the best result with
mAP/Energy [5]. This work adopts SVD to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and pipeline structure to improve the
utilization of mobile GPU. Based on this work, we further
research the high energy efficiency object detection algorithms
on different hardware platforms. We use low-bit number
format to reduce the problem complexity [6], introduce fast
algorithm for convolution to promote the peak performance on
FPGA platforms [7], and use memory optimizing techniques
like cross layer scheduling to make full use of the hardware
[7]. Furthermore, we develop an instruction set to support
different object detection algorithms on the same hardware
[4], tracking the upgrade of detection framworks [6], [7].
In this paper, we review three of our energy efficient
detection systems [5]–[7], and summarize the optimization
techniques on hardware with following contributions.
•

•

We review the development of object detection algorithms
and extract the basic components in CNN based detection
algorithms.
We review our previous work and summarize the optimization techniques on hardware for object detection.

The rest part of this paper is organized as follow. Section II
introduces the background of CNN detection algorithms. Section III summarizes the optimizing methods for hardware.
Section IV illustrates the performance of some real-time
detection systems. Section V concludes this paper.
II. O BJECT D ETECTION M ETHODS BASED ON CNN
In this section, we will introduce the background of hardware CNN object detection design. We will give a brief
introduction of CNN, and analyze some of the state-of-theart CNN based object detection algorithms.

A. Basic Operations of CNN
CNN achieves state-of-the-art performance on a wide range
of computer vision tasks. To help to understand CNN, the basic
operations in CNN are introduced in this section. A typical
CNN consists of some layers running in sequence. The data
between different layers are called feature maps. There are
kinds of layers in CNN: convolution layer, non-linear layer,
pooling layer and FC layer.
Convolution layers process 2-d convolution with trained
parameters. Convolution layers are usually cascaded to extract
high-level features of input.
Non-linear layers apply nonlinear activation function to
each element in the output feature maps of convolution layers.
Non-linear layers increase the fitting ability of CNN. Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) is a widely used nonlinear activation
function in CNN.
Pooling layers increase the receptive field of output element
and reduce the computational complexity of CNN. A pooling
layer outputs the max or average value of all elements in an
area of the input feature maps.
FC layers fully connect all neurons in the input and output
layers. The weights of a FC layer can be denoted in a
matrix, and the outputs can be computed from matrix-vector
multiplication. Because of the dense data transfer of weights
matrix, the performance of a FC layer is usually restricted by
the bandwidth. Some CNN models have abandoned FC layers
for high performance like SSD.
B. CNN based Object Detection Algorithms
The traditional object detection methods usually consist of
three basic steps. The first step is the region proposal step.
In this step, an algorithm is chosen to generate the coarsegrained possible region of the objects. The region proposal
algorithms are usually based on the priors of object characters
such as color and texture features. The second step is the
feature extraction and classification algorithms. In this step,
each possible region proposed in the first step is resampled to
the proper size and sent into a classifier to determine whether
the proposed region contains a target object. In the traditional
face detection algorithm, cascaded Haar filters are adopted as
the classifier [8]. The last step is the fine-grained bonding
box merging and regression step, which generates fine-grained
location for each object generated from the second step to
calibrate the coordinates of output bounding box.
As CNN has already achieved high performance in object
classification tasks, it is natural to use CNN in the classification step of object detection, and this is the idea of original
RCNN [2]. In RCNN, a complete CNN forward is computed
for each proposed bonding box, which is very computation
intensive. Fast-RCNN [9] reuses the feature extraction layers
for all the proposal boxes, and runs the classification layers
respectively for each proposal box. Furthermore, Faster-RCNN
[10] uses a network, called region proposal network (RPN),
to extra possible regions. The RPN can also reuse the feature
extraction layers in Fast-RCNN.

However, all of these object detection methods based on
RCNN need to calculate the classification layers respectively
for each proposed network. The repetitive computation of the
classification layers (usually FC layers) is still computationally
intensive. Some work design one shot frameworks to accelerate object detection, like YOLO [11] and SSD [12]. These
one shot frameworks detect possible object for each category
directly from the output of CNN. YOLO uses a simple CNN
with FC layers without any branches while SSD generates
possible objects from intermediate featuremaps without FC
layers.
The feature extraction layers in RCNN and one shot frameworks are usually inherited from pretrained classification networks like AlexNet [1] and VGG [3]. The network structures
of the object detection methods are illustrated in Fig 1.
Generally, there are five components in these object detection algorithms, region proposal methods, ROI pooling of
the proposal, FC layers and convolution layers. With the
development of algorithms, the object detection frameworks
become more and more simple with fewer components. The
components used in each framework is illustrated in Table I.
To accelerate detection algorithms in GPU platforms, our
previous work [5] uses pipeline structure to make full use
of the computation resources and adopts SVD to accelerate
FC layers. If the hardware platforms can be customized like
FPGA, some more techniques can be adopted to accelerate
CNN. Our previous work uses low-bit number format to save
computation resources and leverage bandwidth [6]. Recently,
we introduce cross layer scheduling method to eliminate
intermediate data transfer and use the Winograd algorithms
to accelerate convolution computation [7]. These two FPGA
designs are both instruction driven and can run different detection algorithms. Table I shows the optimization techniques
and the corresponding previous work.
III. O PTIMIZATION FOR H ARDWARE
In this section, we will introduce the optimization techniques to accelerate CNN on hardware platforms.
A. Pipeline design
To accelerate the Fast-RCNN algorithm on mobile GPUs,
Mao [5] designs a pipeline based detection system on mobile GPUs with CPU cores (Nvidia TK1 platforms). In this
implementation, the Fast-RCNN consists of three stages, the
proposal algorithm, the CNN inference, and the NMS process.
The proposal algorithm and the NMS process run on the CPU
cores, and the CNN model is distributed on the mobile GPU.
The system runs these three stages in pipeline and achieved the
best results with mAP/Energy in the first Low-Power Image
Recognition Challenge (LPIRC). However, it is not necessary
to detect objects from each frame in practice, since the images
usually come in sequence with little difference in contiguous
frames. Tracking techniques are introduced for higher speed.
Wang [6] designs an embedded system with CNN detection
and KCF tracking on FPGA. KCF tracking algorithm is 10x
faster than the CNN detection model, so the tracking of 10
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Fig. 1. Network structure of detection algorithms expanded from [5]
TABLE I
T HE COMPONENTS USED IN DIFFERENT DETECTION FRAMWORKS AND THE COMPLEXITY AND ACCURACY ON VOC [13] OF EACH FRAMEWORK AND
THE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES AND THE CORRESPONDING PREVIOUS WORK .
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frames can run in pipeline while detecting objects from one
frame. The pipelined architecture can make full utilization of
the hardware platforms with heterogeneous computation units.
The pipeline structure of previous work is illustrated in Fig 2.
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The original network and the reconstructed network are
trained in float-point representation. After translating the floatpoint system to 8-bit fixed-point system, the accuracy descends. So we use the fixed-point finetune method to improve
the performance of fixed-point object detection method.
The fixed-point finetune method is based on the conventional method for CNN training, stochastic gradient descent
method(SGD). There are two phase in SGD, feed forward
and back propagation. In our fixed-point finetune method,
we use fixed-point number in feed forward phase and keep
float-point number in backpropagation phase. After updating
all the weights in the back propagation step, we will analyze
the dynamic range of the featuremaps and weights. The feed
forward step of next iteration is processed in fixed-point
with the updated quantization point position. Fig 3 shows the
process of our fixed-point fine tune method.
C. SVD optimization

B. Data Quatization
Previous work shows that 8-bit quantization for weights
and featuremaps is enough for classification tasks [14], [15].
In previous work [6], [7], we adopt the 8-bit quantization
technique to object detection tasks.

In the frameworks with FC layers like YOLO and RCNN,
FC layers contribute to most of the weights [16], since each
weight in FC layers is used only once. SVD can be adopted
for accelerating FC layers also maintaining accuracy. The
FC layer with nin input elements and nout output elements
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Fig. 3. The fixed-point fine tune method. Fixed-point forward and floatpoint backpropagation. The weights and data will be re-quantized after each
backpropagation.

can be descriped as fout = W fin , where matrix W can be
decomposed as W ≈ Ud · Sd · Vd = Ud0 · Vd0 , and d is the rank
of Ud0 and Vd0 . The computation and storage complexity can
be reduced from (nin · nout ) to (nin · d + nout · d). Sinece
the accuracy loss of the network can be ignored when d is
much smaller than nin and nout , considerable reducetion of
time and memory consumption can be achieved.
D. Fast algorithms for convolution
Convolution layers consume most of the computation in
CNN. There are several methods to reduce computation complexity of 2-d convolution. Winograd’s minimal filtering algorithm is a fast method to compute 2-d convolution especially
when the convolution filters go small like 3 × 3 in CNN,
and the Winograd algorithm uses a transformation to compute
convolution [17]. For example, to calculate a convolution for
which the image tile is 4 × 4 and the kernel tile is 3 × 3,
the Winograd algorithm uses 16 multiplications. However, the
standard algorithm of the same size uses 36 multiplications.
The Winograd algorithm achieves a 2.25× speedup with the
same number of multiplications.
Winograd algorithm can be written in matrix form as:



Y = AT GgGT ⊗ B T dB A
(1)
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Where the ⊗ indicates elementwise multiplication, g is the
4 × 4 input tile, and d is the 3 × 3 convolution kernel. The
multiplication with these transformation matrix elements can
all be converted to shift operations (like× 12 ), which is very
friendly to hardware. The larger the Winograd tile is, the acceleration rate of Winograd is higher. However, transformation
matrices of a tile greater than 4×4 contain elements that cannot
be simply converted to shift operations (like × 15 in a 5 × 5
Winograd tile). For this reason, some approximation should
3
1
be done ( 15 ≈ 16
= 18 + 16
). The approximation will result in
precision degradation in CNN, especially in detection tasks.

CNN is both computation and storage consumptive. Some
work focuses on optimizing the bandwidth as well as computation. Previous work [18], [19] considers the bandwidth
and computation resources limitation and implements CNN
acceleration system with respective hardware resources for
each CNN layer so that the computation time and data transfer
time can be overlapped with each other. In these implementations, the different layers run in the pipeline for different input
images. The distribution of resources in different layers in the
pipeline structure results in high latency when running a single
image. Alwani [20] introduces a fuse-layer policy, enabling
caching of intermediate data between the adjacent CNN layers,
and reduces the transfer of intermediate data. However, Alwani
implements the fuse-layer policy with pipeline structure. Recently, we modify the loop unrolling strategy and discard the
pipeline structure so that all the computation units calculate the
same layer at one time, reducing the latency of CNN models
[7].
F. Flexibility
As described in Section II, the CNN models vary in different
algorithms, and the network structures become more and
more complicated. Some work designs instruction sets to run
different CNN models on the same hardware. Cambricon
[21] is an instruction set designed for neural networks. It
translates all the calculation including convolutions to matrix
multiplication and schedules CNN layer by layer. We also
proposes an instruction-driven accelerator, but the massive
data transfer between on-chip and off-chip memory limits the
performance [4], [16]. Recently, we improve the instruction set
for flexibility for implementing different CNN models with the
fast algorithm Winograd algorithm and fuse-layer scheduling
method [7].
IV. P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISION
The performance of high power efficiency object detection
systems is given and compared in this section.
In the first Low-Power Image Recognition Challenge
(LPIRC), we implement the Fast-RCNN on the mobile GPU
platform Nvidia TK1 [5]. Some other work adopts embedded
FPGA to implement object detection [6], [22]. We also implement the object detection system with all the acceleration
techniques summarized in this paper [7]. There are two popular
data sets to evaluate the performance of detection algorithms,
ILSVRC and VOC. ILSVRC is much more difficult than VOC
as there are 200 classes in ILSVRC while only 20 in VOC.
The mean average precision (mAP) is adopted as the final
metric of detection and mAP indicates the mean accuracy of
each class considering recall and precision.
For the fair comparison, the power of each FPGA implementation in the table is estimated from the XILINX
toolchains. We only implement the convolution layers of
YOLO in our recent design [7]. The performance [7] on
YOLO will deteriorate when the FC layers are considered.
The performance of YOLO is much lower than SSD, in both

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF DIFFENT HIGH ENERGY EFFICIENCY OBJECT SYSTEMS
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30

65

62%

35.5
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The CNN models used in the same framework may be various, and will result in diffence in complexity and accuracy.

accuracy and power efficiency. Compared to the mobile GPU
implementation of Fast-RCNN, the FPGA implementation on
SSD is much more accurate and faster on the same data
set. The data format also has a strong effect on the energy
efficiency. With the help of fixed point fine-tune techniques,
the 8-bit fixed implementation has comparable accuracy with
2x higher energy efficiency than 32-bit fixed implementation.
V. C ONCLUTION
We summarize some of the optimization techniques on high
energy efficiency design for CNN based object detection in
our previous work. We use low bit data format and SVD
decomposition to lower the complexity of algorithms. We use
the Winograd algorithm to promote the peak performance
of the hardware. The pipeline design in the heterogeneous
systems and the memory optimization like cross layer strategy
can improve the utilization of the hardware platforms. Furthermore, the development of detection algorithm framework
is essential to high accuracy and low energy consumption.
The accelerating systems should be able to support various
network structures, so we introduce the instruction set to the
CNN accelerators for flexibility.
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